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Examples

```ruby
3.downto(0) do |count|
  unless count == 0 then
    print "#{count}.."
  else
    puts "Blastoff!"
  end
end
```

### Conditionals and Looping
Conditionals and Looping

Examples

3.downto(0) do |count|
  unless count == 0 then
    print "#{count}..
  else
    puts "Blastoff!"
  end
end

Produces 3..2..1..Blastoff!
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Everything’s an Object

Examples

42.methods.sort

returns

['%', '&', '*', '**', '+', '+@', '-', '-@', '/', '<', '<<<', '<=', '<=>', '==', '===', '=~', '>', '>=', '>>>', '[]', '^', '___id___', '___send___', 'abs', 'between?', 'ceil', 'chr', 'class', 'clone', 'coerce', 'display', 'div', 'divmod', 'downto', 'dup', 'eql?', 'equal?', ...
'type', 'untaint', 'upto', 'zero?', '|', '~']
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Methods

Example

```ruby
def factorial(n)
    n == 1 ? 1 : n * factorial(n-1)
end
```
**Example**

class Client

    def Client.most_lucrative(clients)
        # class method
        end

    def paid_in_full!
        # instance method
        end

end
Example from Rails

module ActiveRecord

  class Base

    def save
      # create or update a record
    end

  end

end
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The PHP Way

PHP Code

```php
$dbh = mysql_connect("host","user","pwd");
mysql_select_db('my_project');

$id = $_GET['id'];
$sql = "SELECT * FROM users WHERE id=$id";
$result = mysql_query($sql);
$row = mysql_fetch_assoc($result);

echo "Welcome, " . $row['first_name'] . ".";

mysql_free_result($result);
mysql_close($link);
```
The Rails Way

Rails Database Config

```ruby
development:
  adapter: mysql
  host: host
  username: user
  password: pwd
  database: my_project
```

This would normally appear in `config/database.yml`. 
The Rails Way (continued)

Rails Controller Code

```ruby
@user = User.find(@params[:id])
```

Rails View Code

```html
Welcome, <%= @user.first_name %>
```

In this case, the controller code would be found in `app/controllers/user_controller.rb` and the model code would be found in `app/models/user.rb`. 
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What is Rails doing behind the scenes here?

Concept

- Maps database tables to classes
- Maps rows to objects
- Maps columns to attributes
Example

Assume you have a table with all of your employees stored in a table called `employees`.

```ruby
Employee.find(:all) do |employee|
  if employee.last_name == "Dew"
    employee.salary = employee.salary * 2
    employee.save
  end
end
```
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